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Abstract: The contact mechanics model of the metal lens-type sealing gasket is established on the
basis of Hertz theory on the macroscopical scale in this paper. The relationship among sealing width,
contact pressure, and preload is solved. Based on the structural characteristics of the subsea collet
connector, the self-locking characteristics are analyzed to determine the gain coefficient of the sealing
structure for the loading thrust. On the microscopic scale, the contact characteristics of the turning
lens-type sealing gasket and the hub structure are analyzed by the equivalent replacement of the
peak cut coefficient of the one-dimensional sinusoidal wave. The influence of different leakage
forms on sealing performance is discussed from both radial and circumferential leakage, and the
leakage rate of the lens-type sealing structure is calculated. The hydrostatic pressure experiment
of the subsea collet connector with lens-type sealing gasket is carried out, and the correctness
of the theoretical analysis is verified from the results of the pressure maintaining, sealing width
measurement, and preload conversion.

Keywords: lens-type sealing structure; sealing performance; contact mechanics; leakage rate;
hydrostatic pressure experiment

1. Introduction

The connection and seal of the subsea oil and gas production system is an internationally
recognized technical problem. Subsea collet connectors are widely applied to the subsea connection
with the characteristics of the reliable connection, high sealing pressure, and automatic connection [1].
The working environment of the subsea connector is characterized by high pressure, low temperature,
strong ocean current impact, and extremely low visibility. The quality of the sealing technology
influences the success of the subsea connection, and the sealing failure will cause unforeseen disasters [2].

Scholars have done a lot of research on the seal and leakage of flange and sealing gasket connection
structure. Payne et al. [3] proposed the definition of tightness, which was the comprehensive analysis
result of combining the internal pressure and leakage rate of the sealing medium, and mainly used to
characterize the sealing performance. Based on fractal geometry theory, Feng et al. [4,5] established the
metal gasket leakage model, by combining the appearance of the machined surface with the sealing
leakage channel model and assuming the medium of an incompressible fluid. The larger the fractal
dimension of the sealing surface was, the less probable leakage was to occur. The processing quality of
the sealing surface was significant for the sealing of flange and metal sealing gasket. Zhao et al. [6]
studied the sealing mechanics of the metal seal ring of the underwater wellhead connector and
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obtained the sealing load of the metal seal ring under the action of residual pre-tightening load,
which could prevent the sealing ring from yielding and was verified by finite element simulation.
Wei et al. [7] analyzed the critical state of the seal, deduced the critical mean contact pressure formula
to ensure the seal. Through the sealing indentation experiment, it was concluded that when the mean
contact pressure is greater than the critical mean contact pressure, and the contact pressure variance
was small, a full-contact seal was formed. Considering the hysteresis of the stress-displacement of
gaskets, Sawa T et al. [8] obtained the relationship between gaskets stress and leakage rate based on
the finite element analysis and gasket sealing test and examined the method of estimating leakage
amount. Liu et al. [9] analyzed the sealing performance of the casing reinforcing thread and obtained
the effect mechanism of thread parameters on the sealing performance. Yun et al. [10] established
mechanical models of the seal, analyzed the relationships of structural parameters and the preload.
Zhang et al. [11] put forward a theoretical method to calculate the compression limits of the sealing
structure of the subsea connector and founded that the amount of the compression deformation was
related to the compression load between the contact surfaces. Wang et al. [12] analyzed the mechanism
of static metal sealing, determined the critical condition of the sealing performance, and established
the method of calculating the contact pressure of the sealing surface. Shao et al. [13] proposed a
static seal interface leakage channel prediction method, which included contact generation, leakage
parameter definition, and channel prediction, and the experimental results showed that this method
could evaluate the static sealing performance well. Lutkiewicz et al. [14] proposed a method for
evaluating the effectiveness of bolted joint seals based on leakage rate calculation, which took the
contact stress graphs, material characteristics, and surface roughness as input and obtained the leakage
rate evaluation value. Wang et al. [15] proposed a new method for detecting leakage location and
measuring leakage rate based on temperature field and temperature gradient field and verified the
feasibility of the method by experiments. Li et al. [16] established the G-L Reynolds equation based
on equivalent density and viscosity of the gas-liquid fluid, and the theoretical results are verified by
the experiment. Wu et al. [17] proposed a new method for numerical simulation of local leakage in
the lining of the shield tunnel, which overcame the limitation of the solid meshing of the leakage unit
and reduced the calculation error caused by the size difference between solid leakage unit and lining
unit. Zhu et al. [18] analyzed the leakage of the operating rotary air preheater, built a direct leakage
set-up, and the experimental and analytical results showed that the total pressure difference between
the two sides of the seal was the main reason for the local direct air leakage. Menga [19] studied the
rough contact mechanical behavior of thin elastic layers in the presence of coulomb friction interaction;
under the framework of linear elasticity mechanics, a new basic solution for thin layers under the
action of the periodic concentrated tangential load is proposed; the calculation shows that local friction
and finite-size effect can significantly reduce the leakage rate. Menga et al. [20] studied the influence
of boundary conditions on sliding contact viscoelastic layers and found that the layer thickness and
boundary conditions affect the average contact amount and viscoelastic friction at the same time, and
Persson’s theoretical predictions are in good agreement with the numerical calculation.

As can be seen from the above literature review, previous researches mainly studied the
deformation, preload, and macroscopical leakage models of seals under various high-pressure
conditions. However, the mechanical characteristics, micro-contact characteristics, and leakage modes
of the lens-type sealing structure were not considered enough. Therefore, the macroscopical and
microcosmic sealing and leakage characteristics of the metallic lens-type sealing structure of the
subsea collet connector is analyzed in this article. The pre-tightening and self-locking characteristics
of the lens-type sealing structure on a macroscopic scale is presented firstly. Afterward, contact
characteristics and the leakage rate of the lens-type sealing gasket are analyzed from the microscopic
scale. The correctness of theoretical analysis results is verified by the hydrostatic pressure experiment.
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2. Subsea Collet Connector Structure

A split subsea collet connector with a working water depth of 2000 m is developed in this
article. As shown in Figures 1 and 2, a subsea collet connector is composed of an installation tool,
upper connector, and base connector. When connecting underwater, two subsea collet connectors
work together. The hub ends of two upper connectors are welded with the two ends of one jumper,
and two installation tools carry two upper connectors respectively to connect two base connectors.
The connector installation tool hydraulic power is directly provided by the ROV (remotely operated
vehicle). Each hydraulic valve on the ROV’s operation control panel can be remotely controlled to
achieve the underwater installation of the connector. After completing the underwater installation of
the subsea collet connector, the ROV operates the installation tool to detach from the connector and it
will be withdrawing to the mother ship.
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As shown in Figure 2b, the press ring exerts thrust on fingers to make fingers inward and achieve
the tightness of the top and base hubs in the initial connection process, which provides preload for
the seal of the subsea collet connector. When high-pressure fluid flows through the inner cavity of
the connector, the high pressure acts on the sealing gasket and hubs. Two hubs have a tendency to
be separated, and they will push the fingers. Therefore, the fingers and the press ring need to be
self-locked. In order to ensure the subsea collet connector a well-sealing performance, the key theory
should be analyzed in detail.

3. Mechanical Study on Lens-Type Sealing Structure of Subsea Collet Connector

Non-standard metal lens-type sealing gasket is used in subsea collet connector. The sealing width,
contact pressure mean value, and contact pressure distribution is the key parameters to describe the
sealing characteristics of the lens-type sealing structure. The standard metal lens-type sealing gasket
obtains the above parameters mainly relying on the empirical formula, which is not applicable to the
non-standard sealing gasket in this article. Therefore, it is necessary to study the non-standard metal
lens-type sealing structure.

3.1. Analysis of Axial Preload of Sealing Structure

The sealing characteristics of the sealing structure are determined by the sealing width and contact
pressure, which are mainly related to the axial preload acting on the sealing structure. As shown
in Figure 3, during the service of the connector, hubs exert axial preload F on the lens-type sealing
structure, which tends to move downward relative to the tangent plane of the sealing gasket, so the
sealing gasket is subject to friction force f. The normal force N of hubs acting on the seal spherical
surface is:

N =
F cosρ

sin(α+ ρ)
(1)

where α is the bevel angle of the hub; ρ is the frictional angle between hubs and sealing gasket,
ρ = arctan(µ) = 8.531◦ with the steel-to-steel friction coefficient of µ = 0.15. The diameter of the contact
center between the hub and the sealing gasket is denoted as Dk, and the line load on the contact area is:

N0 =
N
πDk

=
F cosρ

πDk sin(α+ ρ)
(2)
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As shown in Figure 4, when the sealing gasket contacts with the hub, the surface of the sealing
gasket will be deformed due to the hardness of the hub is higher than that of the sealing gasket.
The initial contact line will be expanded into a strip [21], and the width of the axial section of the
contact is the sealing width of the sealing gasket. The sealing half-width is indicated by a and the
radius of the sealing sphere is indicated by r. Incoloy 825 is chosen as the sealing gasket material with
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the elastic modulus E1 = 1.95 × 105 MPa, Poisson’s µ1 = 0.25, and yield limit σs1 = 220 MPa. 12Cr2Mo1
is chosen as the hubs’ material with the elastic modulus E2 = 2.1 × 105 MPa, Poisson’s ratio µ2 = 0.3,
yield limit σs2 = 310 MPa. Therefore, the equivalent elastic modulus E* can be expressed as:

1
E∗

=
1− µ2

1

E1
+

1− µ2
2

E2
=

1
1.126× 105 MPa

(3)
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As for the contact part of space expansion, the contact of any sealing element can be regarded
as the contact between a cylinder and a plane, and we can make the following contact assumptions:
(1) For this non-conforming surfaces contact, it is considered that each surface is smooth on both
macroscopic and microscopic scales, and the contact is frictionless; (2) the deformation of the sealing
contact within the elastic range is small; (3) The contact objects are regarded as semi-infinite solids
instead of thin gaskets [19,20]; and (4) there is only distributed vertical pressure on the contact surface.
Therefore, it fits Hertz contact theory and the contact pressure distribution function [22,23], q(x0), can
be expressed as:

q(x0) =

 2N0
πa2 (a2

− x0
2)

1/2,−a ≤ x0 ≤ a
0, x0 < −a&x0 > a

(4)

where N0 can also be represented by the following equation:

N0 =
πE∗a2

4r
(5)

Considering Equations (2) and (5) comprehensively, the sealing half-width of the contact area,
a, is:

a = (
4N0r
πE∗

)
1/2

=
2
π

√
Fr cosρ

E∗Dk sin(α+ ρ)
(6)

According to Equation (4), the maximum contact pressure, qmax, occurs at contact center, O (x =

0), then:

qmax =

√
FE∗ cosρ

π2rDk sin(α+ ρ)
(7)

The mean contact pressure, q, is:

q =

∫ a
−a q(x0)dx0

2a
=

1
4

√
FE∗ cosρ

rDk sin(α+ ρ)
(8)

Then the maximum contact pressure can be expressed as:

qmax =
4q
π

(9)
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During the service of the subsea collet connector, there is no pressure in the inner cavity initially,
and the fingers hold the hubs to exert a preload on the sealing gasket. When the internal medium
begins to flow, the contact pressure of the sealing contact surface should be large enough to withstand
the driving force of the fluid caused by the internal and external pressure difference, so as to realize
the sealing. The ratio of the contact pressure and the internal pressure applied to the unit effective
area is called the gasket coefficient [10] and is expressed by m. For the sealing gasket in the article, the
gasket coefficient m = 6.5 when the material is Incoloy 825. The mean contact pressure of the sealing
gasket in the operating mode is q = mp = 6.5 × 34.5 = 224.25 MPa, which is the minimum preloading
specific pressure.

Internal pressure, p, acts on the gap, except for the contact area between the sealing gasket and
hubs, causing the two hubs to have a tendency to separate, thus the original axial preload acting on
the sealing gasket is reduced. At the same time, the internal pressure p acts on the inner surface of
the sealing gasket, which makes the sealing gasket closer to the hub and causes another part of the
axial force acting on the sealing gasket. It can be seen that, in the operating mode, the axial load acting
on the sealing gasket is composed of two parts [10] one part is the axial load F1 caused by residual
preload, and the other part is the axial load F2 caused by internal pressure acting directly on the sealing
gasket, namely:  F1 = 2πDkaq sin(α+ρ)

cosρ

F2 =
πD2

kp
4

(10)

Thus, the axial preload F of the sealing gasket in the operating mode is:

F = F1 + F2 = 2πDkaq
sin(α+ ρ)

cosρ
+
πD2

kp

4
(11)

Due to Equations (6) and (11), we can see that:

F = 4Dkq

√
Fr sin(α+ ρ)

E∗Dk cosρ
+
πD2

kp

4
(12)

where the radius of the sealing spherical surface r = 168.148 mm; the diameter of the contact center
between the hub and the sealing gasket Dk = 171.9 mm; the bevel angle of the hub α = 20◦; the frictional
angle between hubs and sealing gasket ρ = 8.53◦; the equivalent elastic modulus E* =1.126× 105 MPa.
Therefore, we can get that F0.5 = –750.719 or 1066.56. As F0.5 should be positive, we can know that
F = 1066.562 = 1.138 × 106 N and a = 2.88 mm.

3.2. Analysis of Self-Locking Ability of the Subsea Collet Connector

The subsea collet connector should have self-locking ability during underwater operation, so as to
prevent the connector from loosening due to various complex environmental loads in deep water and
causing seal failure. As the press ring directly acts on the fingers to transmit preload, the overall force
on the sealing structure is controlled by the press ring. If the press ring has an upward movement
trend, the preload of the subsea collet connector will be directly reduced and its sealing characteristics
will be adversely affected. Although the subsea collet connector has an anti-loosening mechanism,
the anti-loosening mechanism has a certain probability of failure as it works in the highly corrosive
seawater for a long time, so the press ring needs to be self-locking.

In the operating mode, the anti-loosening effect of the anti-loosening mechanism is ignored.
We only consider the self-locking problem of the press ring. As shown in Figure 5, γ1 is the angle of
the locking surface between the press ring and the fingers. The material of the press ring and finger
is structural alloy steel, 12Cr2Mo1, with steel to steel friction, the friction angle is the same as in the
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previous section, which can be recorded as ρ = 8.531◦. As can be seen from Figure 5, in order to ensure
a good self-locking performance of the press ring, the following requirements should be fitted:

f34 cosγ1 ≥ N34 sinγ1 (13)

f34 = N34 tanρ (14)

where f 34 is the friction force of fingers acts on the press ring; N34 is the positive force of fingers acts on
the press ring. Combine Equations (13) and (14), and get:

tanρ ≥ tanγ1 (15)

Whereupon,
γ1 ≤ ρ (16)

Therefore, the angle of the locking surface between the fingers and the press ring, γ1 ≤ 8.531◦,
taken a safety factor of 3, and γ1 = 2.83◦. In order to facilitate processing, the integer γ1 = 3◦was taken.
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3.3. Analysis of Loading Force of The Connector Sealing Structure

The subsea collet connector requires press ring, fingers, and hubs to transmit preload to the sealing
gasket when pre-tensioning, so it is expected a small load on the press ring to realize the sealing of the
connector. In the preloading mode, the loading hydraulic cylinder pushes the press ring downward,
as shown in Figure 5b, the friction angle between each part is taken as ρ. The preload acting on the
sealing gasket is F; the upper hub is subjected to the reaction force of the sealing gasket, R01, and the
force R31 applied by the fingers; the base hub is subjected to the support force FN, the reaction force
of the sealing gasket, R02, and the force R32 applied by the fingers. The fingers are subjected to the
reaction force, R13, of the upper hub, the reaction force, R23, of the base hub, and the force, R43, applied
by the press ring. The press ring is subjected to the thrust, R54, of the loading hydraulic cylinder and
the reaction force, R34, of the fingers. Where, R13 = R31, R32 = R23 and R43 = R34, they are acting forces
and reaction forces. In addition, because the sealing gasket is subject to the simultaneous action of
the top and base hubs, according to the balance of forces, the top and base hubs are subjected to the
equal forces from the sealing gasket, R01 = R02. The component of these forces in the axial direction is
denoted by the symbol of F, and the component in the radial direction by the symbol of W.

The equilibrium equation for the upper hub is:{
W01 = W31

F = F31
(17)

where W01 is the radial component of R01; W31 is the radial component of R31; F31 is the axial component
of R31. The equilibrium equation for the base hub is:{

W02 = W32

F = F32 + FN
(18)

where W02 is the radial component of R02; W32 is the radial component of R32; F32 is the axial component
of R32. The equilibrium equation for the finger is:{

W13 + W23 = W43

F13 = F43 + F23
(19)

where W13 is the radial component of R13, W13 = F13tan(γ2 + ρ); W23 is the radial component of
R23, W23 = F23tan(γ2 + ρ); W43 is the radial component of R43, W43 = F43/tan(γ1 + ρ); F13 is the axial
component of R13; F23 is the axial component of R23; γ2 is the sharp angle between the locking surface
of the finger and the horizontal direction. The equilibrium equation for the press ring is:

R54 = F34 = R34 sin(γ1 + ρ) (20)

Sort Equations(17)–(20), and we can get:

R54

F
=

2 tan(γ2 + ρ) tan(γ1 + ρ)

1 + tan(γ1 + ρ) tan(γ2 + ρ)
(21)

There is still an unknown variable, γ2, in the upper equation, which can be solved by the lower
equation due to the need of getting a larger F with a smaller R54:

2 tan(γ2 + ρ) tan(γ1 + ρ)

1 + tan(γ1 + ρ) tan(γ2 + ρ)
< 1 (22)

The solution of Equation (22) is γ2 < 69.94◦. In order to facilitate processing and calculation,
γ2 = 30◦. Substitute γ2 into Equation (21), we can obtain that the thrust R54 required for loading
hydraulic cylinder is 27.95% of the sealing preload, F, which means that the gain coefficient of the
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sealing structure for the loading thrust R54 is 3.58. According to Section 3.1, F = 1.138 × 106 N and
R54 = 27.95%F = 3.181 × 105 N.

4. Analysis of Leakage Characteristics of Connector Lens-Type Sealing Gasket

The lens-type sealing gasket is mainly processed by the turning process. Under the influence
of feed amount, feed speed, the geometric radius of tool, and other factors, spiral-shaped cutting
marks will be generated in micro-scale regardless of the size of the turning surface roughness [24,25].
The main effect of the surface with a certain roughness is the leakage of the sealing gasket. This section
will analyze the leakage characteristics of the turning metal lens-type sealing gasket with surface
roughness 0.8 µm.

4.1. Microscopic Sealing Contact Process of Turning Surface

The contact process of the lens-type sealing structure is similar to that of the plane contact,
so the sealing of turning metal flat gasket is analyzed firstly. The metal gasket has the coaxiality
requirement in the assembly process with the flange. As the sealing structure is very important for the
subsea connector, the coaxiality is selected as grade 5, and considering the seal structure dimension,
the coaxiality tolerance value is 0.01 mm. In addition, for metal flat gaskets, in order to ensure the
assembly accuracy, its flatness should also be grade 5, and its flatness tolerance value is 0.008 mm.
In this paper, assuming that (1) the internal surface of the hub is flat, ideal and smooth, (2) the hub
and the gasket have the same surface flatness, and (3) the flatness of the turning metal gasket is
negligible compared with the surface roughness, thus single asperity conditions of the gasket surface
are considered in this paper [19,20]. The micro-morphology of the lens-type sealing gasket on the
turning surface [26] is shown in Figure 6. Leakage occurs between the crests or troughs of the helix on
the sealing surface when the preload is small or medium. These leakage channels can be divided into
radial leakage and circumferential leakage.
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In the first stage, when the preload is very small, the contact only occurs on the spiral line with the
highest peak of the lens-type sealing gasket. And as a result of the small shape error of the spiral peak,
the contact along the spiral line can not maintain continuity, thus forming a radial leakage channel.
At this time, the leakage between the hub and the lens-type sealing gasket is the largest.

In the second stage, as the preload increases gradually, the tiny shape error of the spiral wave
crest of the lens-type sealing gasket will be plastic deformed. The whole spiral wave crest will contact
with hub surface and fill the radial leakage channel. At this time, the circumferential leakage channel
becomes the only leakage channel.

In the third stage, when the preload is further increased, the overall micro-morphology of the
lens-type sealing gasket will continue to be elastic-plastic deformed or even plastic deformed, and the
circumferential leakage channel will be blocked.
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When the lens-type sealing gasket is in the second stage, the leakage channel of the turning
surface is a spiral structure, the length of the circumferential leakage channel is equal to the sum of
the circles between compression crests, which is much greater than the sealing width of the lens-type
sealing gasket. Therefore, the difficulty of circumferential leakage is increased, and at the same time,
the amount of circumferential leakage is much smaller than the radial leakage. It is considered in this
article that for the lens-type sealing with turning surface micromodel in a liquid medium, when the
contact pressure is equal to the minimum preloading specific pressure, the micro-leakage channel is
a continuous circumferential leakage channel, which is regarded as an effective sealing state at the
macroscopic level.

4.2. Microscopic Contact Analysis of Metal Flat Gasket

Real contact areas of lens-sealed contact are only part of macroscopical contact [27] and can be
reduced to synthetic rough surface contact with an ideal smooth surface [28]. As the sealing surface
of the lens-type sealing gasket and the metal flat gasket are both turning surfaces, there is a certain
similarity. Therefore, before investigating the contact of the lens-type sealing gasket, the microscopic
contact of the metal flat gasket is firstly analyzed.

For the sealing surface of the turning metal flat gasket, as shown in Figure 6, it can be approximately
regarded as an ideal sinusoidal wave. As shown in Figure 7a, the surface of the synthesized metal
flat gasket is a sinusoidal curve of an elastic solid, and the hub is an elastic half-space with an ideally
smooth surface. The contact is regarded as a one-dimensional sinusoidal wave with amplitude, H, and
wavelength, λ, before being subjected to external loads. As shown in Figure 7a, a cartesian coordinate
system is established, and the origin, O, of the coordinate system is the contact center of the space.
The gap, h(x), between the upper and lower surfaces can be expressed as:

h(x) = H
{
1− cos(2πx/λ)

}
(23)J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2020, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 22 
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Figure 7. Contact schematic of the one-dimensional wavy surface. (a) The surface of the synthesized
metal flat gasket; (b) The contact pressure of the surface completely compressed to a smooth state;
(c) Discontinuous contact. H is the amplitude; q is the mean contact pressure; q* is the amplitude
of contact pressure; O is the contact center; b1 is the actual sealing width; b2 is the width of the
leakage channel.

Continuous surface contact is formed between the gasket and the hub if a load is applied to
the surface of the gasket to such an extent that all surface wave-shaped bulges are compressed to a
completely smooth state. For this state, the elastic displacement of the surface is:

uz = uz1 + uz2 = −h(x) + δ (24)
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where uz1 and uz2 are the deformation value of the metal flat gasket and hub; δ is the macroscopic
compression of the metal flat gasket. If the above contact is regarded as an elastic half-space under
sinusoidal surface force, its contact pressure, q(x), should conform to [22]:

q(x) = q∗ cos(2πx/λ) (25)

where q* is the amplitude of contact pressure. Then the elastic displacement of the microscopic
surface is:

uz = uz2 =
(1− µ2

2)λ

πE2
q∗ cos(2πx/λ) + const (26)

where the equivalent elastic modulus can be recorded as 1/E′∗ = (1− µ2
2)/E2. Since Equation (26) is

the elastic displacement of a single object under the action of force, the equivalent elastic modulus, E′∗,
can be replaced by E* in Equation (3) for the elastic displacement between the gasket and the hub with
the sinusoidal wave bulges compressed.

Substitute Equations (23) and (3) into Equations (24) and (26), and compare Equation (24) with
Equation (26), we can see that:

q∗ =
πE∗H
λ

(27)

According to Figure 7b, the contact pressure of the surface completely compressed to a smooth
state should be satisfied with the following equation:

q(x) = q + q∗ cos(2πx/λ) (28)

where, q is the mean contact pressure. In order to keep the contact continuous, the contact pressure
should be positive, then q≥ q*. If the mean contact pressure q < q*, the two surfaces will be discontinuous
contact, as shown in Figure 7c, which will lead to leakage channels. The actual sealing width is b1, and
the width of the leakage channel is b2.

The contact pressure distribution function of the discontinuous contact shown in Figure 7c is:

q(x) =
2q cos(πx/λ)

sin2(πb1/2λ)

{
sin2(πb1/2λ) − sin(πx/λ)

}1/2
(29)

The mean contact pressure q in the equation is:

q = (πE∗H/λ) sin2(πb1/2λ) (30)

The ratio of the actual sealing width to the macroscopic sealing width can be calculated by
comparing Equation (27) with Equation (30):

b1

λ
=

2
π

arcsin

√
q
q∗

(31)

Then the ratio of leakage channel width to macroscopic sealing width is:

b2

λ
= 1−

b1

λ
= 1−

2
π

arcsin

√
q
q∗

(32)
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The microscopic surface of the metal flat gasket with contact deformation can be approximated as
a curve after the peak is cut off by εH, and ε is the peak cutting coefficient (0 ≤ ε ≤ 2). As can be seen
from Figure 7c, for the original curve at b1 / 2:

εH = h(
b1

2
) = H

{
1− cos(

b1

λ
π)

}
(33)

It can be seen that the peak cutting coefficient of the metal flat gasket is:

ε = 1− cos(
b1

λ
π) (34)

The micro-contact between the metal flat gasket and the hub surface is analyzed above, and the
ratio equation of the leakage channel to the wavelength is derived, which is independent of the angle
and the sealing sphere radius of the gasket. Therefore, Equation (32) can be used in the study of
micro-contact of the lens-type sealing gasket.

4.3. Micro-Contact Analysis of Lens-Type Sealing Gasket

Depending on the analysis in Section 3.1, the maximum contact pressure of the lens-type sealing
gasket occurs in the contact center, and the contact pressure of the contact edge is zero. As shown in
Figure 8, after the application of the load, the deformation of each microscopic bulge of the lens-type
sealing gasket contacted with the hub is independent of each other. The microscopic surface after the
contact deformation can be approximated as a curve after the peak is cut off by εiH. εi is the peak
cut coefficient (0≤ εi ≤ 2) of the ith period, and H is the amplitude value. As the sealing surface of
the lens-type sealing gasket is a curved spherical surface, it can be seen from Figure 8 that the peak
value cut off from the contact center is the largest, and the peak value cut off from the contact edge is
the smallest.
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When the mean contact pressure changes continuously along the x-axis direction, −a ≤ x ≤ a in the
sealing width and the change function of the macroscopic contact pressure can be found in Equation (4).
Replace the sealing half-width, a, with the sealing width, b, where b = 2a. Thus when −b/2 ≤ x ≤ b/2,
Equation (4) will be:

q(x) =
4N0

πb2 (b
2
− 4x2)

1/2
(35)

For microscopic contact, each bulge can be regarded as a small point, and the mean contact
pressure in the ith period can be approximately equal to the compressive pressure value at point xi:

qxi =
4N0

πb2 (b
2
− 4x2

i )
1/2

(36)

where xi = ±iλ (i = 0, 1, 2 . . . n/2), −b/2 ≤ x ≤ b/2. As shown in Figure 8, the actual sealing width is
represented by b1i and the leakage channel width is represented by b2i = b′2i + b”2i in each period.
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Then the ratio of the actual sealing width, b1i, to the wavelength, λ, of the ith cycle is:

b1i
λ

=
2
π

arcsin

√
qxi

q∗
(37)

The ratio of the leakage channel width, b2i, to the wavelength, λ, of the ith cycle is:

b2i
λ

= 1−
b1i
λ

= 1−
2
π

arcsin

√
qxi

q∗
(38)

According to the peak cutting coefficient of the metal flat gasket, it is known that the single peak
cut coefficient of the metal lens-type sealing gasket in each period is:

εi = 1− cos(
b1i
λ
π) (39)

4.4. Sealing Leakage Rate Analysis

The interior of the subsea collet connector is high-pressure fluid and the exterior is seawater. There is
a certain pressure difference between the interior and exterior, which will cause the incompressible
flow of Newtonian viscous fluid. Therefore, the internal fluid medium will leak outward through the
radial and circumferential leakage channels of the lens-type sealing gasket.

4.4.1. Leakage Analysis of Metal Flat Gasket

Firstly, we study the radial and circumferential leakage of the metal flat gasket. Reynolds
lubrication equation is usually used to establish the mathematical model of this type of leakage [29]:

∇ · (qv) = 0
qv = − h3

12η∇p
r = ri, p = pi
r = ro, p = po

(40)

where qv is the liquid flow per unit time; r is the radius of the metal flat gasket; ri, ro are the inner
and outer radius of the sealing width of the metal flat gasket; p is the liquid pressure; pi, po are the
internal and external pressure of the subsea collet connector; h is the surface clearance height; η is the
liquid viscosity.

Then the sealing width of the gasket is b = ∆ r= ro − ri, and b � ri. The internal and external
pressure difference is ∆p = pi − po. And the radial leakage, Qr, of the metal flat gasket can be expressed
as [30,31]:

Qr =
2πr
12η

h
3 2(1− Γ2

ε)
5/2

2 + Γ2
ε

∆p
∆r

(41)

where r is the radius of the sealing contact center circle of the metal flat gasket, r = (ri + re)/2; h is the
mean contact gap, h = H(1−ε); and Гεis short for 1 / (1−ε).

There are nλ = b / λ cycles in the sealing width b, then there are nλ circumferential leakage
channels. Because the sealing width of the metal flat gasket is much smaller than the diameter of the
contact center circle, the length of the contact center circle, 2πr, can be regarded as the length of a
single circumferential leakage channel, and the total length of the circumferential leakage channel is
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approximately 2πnλr. Then, the circumferential leakage, Qc, of the metal flat gasket can be expressed
as [30]:

Qc =
1

12η
∆p

2πrnλ
[2(λ2 −

b1
2 )h

3
(1 + 3

2 Γ2
ε) −

3λH2h
2π

√
1− (1− ε)2(1− ε)

−
λH3

3π (1− (1− ε)2)
3/2

+ λH
π (H2 + 3h

2
)

√
1− (1− ε)2]

(42)

where b1 can be represented by ε based on Equation (34), b1 = λarccos(1 − ε) / π.
It can be seen from Equation (41) that for metal flat gasket, when ε = 0, the radial leakage Qr = 0;

when ε > 0, the radial leakage, Qr, does not exist. It can be seen that in the compression process of the
metal flat gasket, the circumferential leakage, Qc is the main leakage.

It can be seen from Equation (42) that the number of circumferential leakage channels, nλ, directly
affects the leakage rate in the meantime. Therefore, the turning surfaces with different roughness
machined by different tools or the same tools have different leakage rates, and the sealing performance
is also different. It can be seen that the smaller the roughness of the turning surface, the smaller the λ
and the larger the nλ, the smaller the circumferential leakage Qc. Therefore, the actual sealing gasket
generally needs to be polished to reduce the surface roughness and improve the sealing performance.

4.4.2. Leakage Analysis of Lens-Type Sealing Gasket

Theoretical equation

According to the analysis in Section 4.3, the peak cutting coefficient of the lens-type sealing gasket
in the contact area changes, but since the contact area is small, the average value can be taken as the
peak tangent coefficient in the contact area:

εi =

n/2∑
i=−n/2

εi

n
(43)

After the lens-type sealing gasket is compressed, the peak cutting coefficient of any wave within
the sealing width is greater than 0, then its radial leakage is also 0, and the main leakage is the
circumferential leakage. Substitute εi into Equation (42), the circumferential leakage of the lens-type
sealing gasket will be:

Qc−lens =
1

12η
∆p

2πrlensnλ
[2(λ2 −

b1−lens
2 )hlens

3(1 + 3
2 Γ2

ε−lens) −
3λH2hlens

2π

√
1− (1− εi)

2(1− εi)

−
λH3

3π (1− (1− εi)
2)

3/2
+ λH

π (H2 + 3hlens
2)

√
1− (1− εi)

2]
(44)

where r lens is the radius of the sealing contact center circle of the lens-type sealing gasket, r lens = Dk /2;
hlens is the mean contact gap, hlens = H(1 − εi); b1-lens and Гε-lens are calculated according to the above
equations of metal flat gasket, b1-lens = λarccos(1− εi)/π and Гε-lens = 1/(1 − εi).

Leakage rate calculation

According to the research in Section 3, it can be known that the specific dimension parameters of
the sealing structure of the subsea collet connector are obtained. The internal pressure of the working
mode is pi = 34.5 MPa, then the sealing width is b = 2a = 5.76 mm. The roughness of the lens-type
sealing gasket is Ra = 0.8 µm, Ra is the amplitude of the wavy surface, so H = Ra = 0.8 µm, and the
wavelength of the turning surface microstructure is λ = 120 µm [32]. Meanwhile, the subsea collect
connector works at a depth of 2000 m with external pressure, po = 20 MPa. The number of leakage
channels within the sealing width of the lens-type sealing gasket is:

nλ =
b
λ
=

5.76 mm
120 µm

= 48 (45)
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It can be seen from Equation (38) that the single peak cutting coefficient of metal lens-type sealing
gasket in each period is mainly related to the ratio of the actual sealing width and the wavelength of
the ith period. Therefore, substituting Equations (35) and (5) into (36), it can be rewritten as:

b1i
λ

=
2
π

arcsin1/2(
qxi

q∗
) =

2
π

arcsin

√
E∗

4q∗r
(b2 − 4i2λ2)1/2 (46)

Then the single peak cutting coefficient of metal lens-type sealing gasket in each period, εi, is:

εi = 1− cos(
b1i
λ
π) = 1− cos(2arcsin

√
E∗

4q∗r
(b2 − 4i2λ2)1/2) (47)

Substituting Equation (46) into Equation (42), it can be seen that the mean value of the peak cut
coefficient of the contact area is:

εi =

24∑
i=−24

εi

48
= 0.640 (48)

The circumferential leakage is the final leakage rate of the lens-type sealing gasket
according to the above analysis. Based on the structural parameters, it can be known that
∆p = pi − po = 34.5 − 20 = 14.5 MPa, rlens = Dk / 2 = 85.95 mm, hlens = H(1 − εi)=0.288 µm,
b1-lens = λarccos(1 − εi)/π = 0.0459 mm and Гε-lens = 1/(1 − εi) = 2.78. According to the standard
ISO 21329, the subsea collet connector needs to be tested for water tightness. The viscosity of water
is small, which meets the sealing structure of the hydrostatic pressure test. It can be used to seal
the oil-water mixture produced under the same pressure level. It’s the viscosity of the liquid. The
viscosity of water used in this article is η = 1 MPa·s. The sealing structure that meets the static water
pressure test can be used to seal the oil-water mixture produced at the same pressure level due to
the low viscosity of the water. Therefore, substituting the parameters into Equation (43), we can get
Qc-lens = 1.80 × 10−15 mm3/s.

As can be seen from the standard ISO 21329 [33], the allowable leakage rate of the subsea
collet connector is within 0.9 cm3 / 15 min, which is converted to 1 mm3/s. According to the above
analysis, the leakage rate of the lens-type sealing structure used in the subsea collet connector is
Qc-lens = 1.80 × 10−15 mm3 / s < 1 mm3/s, which meets the requirements of the leakage rate of the
subsea collet connectors.

5. Hydrostatic Pressure Experiment and Analysis

The sealing characteristics of the subsea collet connector under internal pressure are tested by
the hydrostatic test, and the contact characteristics of the lens-type sealing gasket and the structural
loading force of the connector are verified.

5.1. Experimental System

Figure 9 shows the schematic diagram of the hydrostatic pressure experiment for the subsea
collet connector. The experimental device consists of a subsea collet connector, three lens-type sealing
gaskets, an installation tool, two pressure test heads, a hydraulic pressure gauge of 0.1 MPa accuracy, a
cut-off valve and a hydraulic pump, a cursor caliper with an accuracy of 0.01 mm, etc. The pressure
test head is provided with threaded holes that cooperate with the hydraulic pipeline. The top and base
hubs are welded with the pressure test head to ensure the sealing of the internal cavity.
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(b) Photograph of the experimental device.

The process of hydrostatic pressure experiment test is as follows:

1. Connect the top connector, sealing gasket, and base connector with the running tool. Adjust
the thrust of the loading hydraulic cylinder applied on the press ring by controlling its working
pressure. Then record the thrust force of three loaded hydraulic cylinders.

2. The loading hydraulic cylinders on the running tool stops loading and returns to the
original position.

3. Connect the hydraulic pipelines, fill the inner cavity of the connector with water, and exhaust the
air from the cavity and the hydraulic pipelines.

4. Press into the connector cavity until the pressure is no longer rising and record the pressure
gauge value.

5. Hold the pressure for 15 min (hold the pressure for 60 min when it is close to 34.5 MPa and 1.5
times of the working pressure, 51.75 MPa), and record the pressure gauge value after holding
the pressure.

6. Use the running tool to open the connector, remove the sealing gasket, use the cursor caliper to
measure the sealing width of the sealing sphere, record the value.

7. Repeat steps 1–6 until the connector can seal 1.5 times of the working pressure (51.75 MPa).
8. Replace the lens-type sealing gasket with a new one, and repeat steps 1–8 twice.

5.2. Experiment Analysis

According to API Spec 6A [34], the acceptable pressure drop in the test is less than 5% of the
current loading pressure or 500 psi (3.45 MPa), whichever is smaller.

5.2.1. Experimental results of loading hydraulic cylinder thrust

There was no mutation point in the obtained data. Therefore, the average value of the three groups
of data was taken according to the loading times. Each test was loaded 25 times. The experimental
data are shown in Table 1. The experimental data are compared with the theoretical analysis data,
as shown in Figure 10. We can get the following results:
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Table 1. Hydrostatic pressure experiment data.

Loading
Times

R54
(kN)

Initial
Pressure

(MPa)

Packing
Pressure

(MPa)

Loading
Times

R54
(kN)

Initial
Pressure

(MPa)

Packing
Pressure

(MPa)

1 90 13.0 13.0 14 234 34.6 34.6
2 102 15.0 14.5 15 246 36.5 36.5
3 114 17.0 16.5 16 258 38.2 38.0
4 126 18.5 18.5 17 270 39.5 39.5
5 138 21.0 20.5 18 282 41.0 41.0
6 150 23.0 23.0 19 294 44.5 44.2
7 162 24.4 24.2 20 306 45.8 45.5
8 174 26.5 26.3 21 318 47.9 47.8
9 186 27.3 27.0 22 330 48.2 48.0
10 198 29.2 29.2 23 342 50.8 50.5
11 210 31.2 31.1 24 348 51.8 51.5
12 222 32.1 32.1 25 354 52.5 52.2
13 228 33.8 33.8
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As can be seen from curve 1 in Figure 10, by adjusting the loading hydraulic cylinder thrust,
R54, the internal pressure sealed by the subsea collet connector increases with the loading hydraulic
cylinder thrust, R54.

Compare curves 1 and 2, it can be seen that, due to certain internal leakage of the cut-off

valve and other equipment, a certain pressure drop will be generated after pressure maintainance.
When R54 = 102 kN and initial pressure is 15 MPa, the largest pressure drop is about 0.5 MPa.
All measured values are less than 5% of the current loading pressure, which meets the pressure drop
requirements of the standard.

According to the comparison between curve 1 and curve 3, under the same thrust R54, 64% of the
actual packing pressure value of sampling points is higher than the theoretical pressure value in 25
sets of data. The reason is that this experiment uses the leakage as the criterion, while the theoretical
analysis uses no leakage as the criterion.

The experimental loading hydraulic cylinder thrust, R54, was substituted into Equation (22) for the
calculation to obtain the theoretical axial preload curve 5. The experimental packing pressure (curve 1)
was substituted into Equation (12) for calculation, and the corresponding experimental axial preload
(curve 4) was obtained. According to the comparison between curve 4 and curve 5, there is a certain
difference between the experimental and theoretical axial preload. The maximum difference occurs at
the initial loading point, of which the loaded hydraulic cylinder thrust is 90 kN, the corresponding
experimental axial preload is 294 kN, and the theoretical axial preload is 322.63 kN, with a difference of
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8.87%. The experimental loaded hydraulic cylinder thrust, R54, is 30.61% of the axial preload, F. Taking
the average value of all experimental points, it can be seen that the experimental loading hydraulic
cylinder thrust, R54, is 27.76% of the experimental axial preload, F, which is close to the theoretical
value (27.95%) calculated in Section 3.3, and the difference is 0.68%.

5.2.2. Experimental results of sealing width

The sealing width indentation on the spherical surface of the lens-type sealing gasket before
and after the experiment is shown in Figure 11. It can be seen from Table 2 that the experimental
measurement results are smaller than the theoretical analysis results, especially in the case of a small
axial preload (294 kN), the deformation of the sealing surface is very small, and the theoretical sealing
width is 3.30 mm. For the sealing width indentation obtained in the experiment, the deformation
amount on the edge is too small, which makes it difficult for human eyes to observe. The sealing width
measured by the experiment is 2.74 mm. The difference between the experimental measured result
and the theoretical analysis is 17.09%. Therefore, the lower the pressure is, the lower the axial preload
is and the bigger the measurement error will be.
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Table 2. Comparison of the sealing width of the experimental and analytical results.

Axial Preload
(kN) Pressure (MPa)

Experimental
Sealing Width

(mm)

Analytical
Sealing Width

(mm)
Difference (%)

294.00 13.0 2.74 3.30 17.09
354.13 14.5 3.13 3.51 10.86
402.98 16.5 3.44 3.77 8.85
452.00 18.5 3.78 4.02 6.09
500.67 20.5 3.98 4.27 6.70
561.73 23.0 4.21 4.55 7.56
591.04 24.2 4.39 4.69 6.38
642.33 26.3 4.66 4.92 5.26
659.42 27.0 4.68 4.99 6.28
713.15 29.2 4.96 5.23 5.08
759.56 31.1 5.13 5.42 5.36
783.98 32.1 5.21 5.52 5.64
825.50 33.8 5.33 5.69 6.33
845.04 34.6 5.57 5.77 3.45
891.44 36.5 5.69 5.95 4.42
928.08 38.0 5.84 6.1 4.21
964.71 39.5 6.01 6.24 3.65

1001.34 41.0 6.09 6.38 4.51
1079.50 44.2 6.18 6.67 7.34
1111.25 45.5 6.41 6.79 5.55
1167.42 47.8 6.67 6.99 4.58
1172.31 48.0 6.70 7.01 4.39
1233.36 50.5 6.99 7.23 3.26
1257.79 51.5 7.01 7.31 4.13
1274.88 52.2 7.09 7.37 3.83

When the axial preload is 845.04 kN, the sealing pressure is 34.6 MPa (a little higher than 34.5 MPa),
the measured experimental sealing width is 5.57 mm, compared with the theoretical sealing width
(5.77 mm), the difference is 3.45%. When the axial preload was 1274.88 kN, the sealing pressure was
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52.2 MPa (a little higher than 51.75 MPa), the measured experimental sealing width was 7.09 mm,
compared with the theoretical sealing width (7.37 mm), the difference is 3.83%.

6. Conclusions

In this article, according to the characteristics of the subsea collet connector sealing structure, a
mathematical calculation method of the sealing characteristics of the non-standard metal lens-type
sealing gasket is proposed, and its leakage characteristics are analyzed theoretically, then the correctness
of the theoretical results is verified by experiments. The mathematical model established in this article
can apply to the full-scale subsea collet connector and the lens-type sealing gasket and has a certain
guiding effect in the sealing structure design of the subsea connector. The main conclusions are
as follows:

The macroscopical mechanical model of the sealing contact is established, and the linear
relationship between the sealing half-width and the maximum contact pressure of the lens-type
sealing gasket is determined. The axial preload model of the lens-type sealing gasket under the
preloading mode is established by studying the internal pressure of the sealing structure under
different states.

Based on the analysis of the connector’s self-locking ability, the force transfer between the press
ring, fingers, and hubs of the connector is derived, which proves that the designed structure reduces
the demand for the thrust provided by the loading hydraulic cylinder, R54 = 27.95% F.

The leakage equation of the lens-type sealing gasket of the subsea collet connector is deduced
based on the microscopic contact model of one-dimensional wavy surface. The analysis shows that the
radial leakage of the lens-type sealing gasket is 0, and the circumferential leakage is the main leakage.
The leakage rate of the sealing structure of the subsea collet connector is Qc = 1.80 × 10−15 mm3/s,
which is far less than 1 mm3/s specified in standard ISO 21329, and meets the requirements of the
leakage rate of the subsea connector. Additionally, the experiment shows that all measured hydrostatic
pressure results are less than 5% of the current loading pressure, which meets the pressure drop
requirements of the standard.

The hydrostatic pressure experiment of the sealing characteristics of the subsea collet connector is
designed. The experimental results show that the experimental loading hydraulic cylinder thrust, R54,
is 27.76% of the experimental axial preload, F, and the relative difference with the theoretical value
(27.95%) is 0.68%.

According to the sealing width measurement, when the internal pressure is 34.6 MPa,
the experimental and theoretical sealing widths are 5.57 mm and 5.77 mm respectively, and the
difference is 3.45%. When the internal pressure is 52.2 MPa, the experimental and theoretical sealing
widths are 7.09 mm and 7.37 mm respectively, and the difference is 3.83%. The experimental results are
consistent with the theoretical ones.
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